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Far-infrared vibration-rotation-tunnelling spectroscopy of ArDCI 

A critical test of the H6(4, 3, 0) potential surface 
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Three intermolecular vibrations of the ArDC1 complex have been observed 
by tunable far-infrared laser spectroscopy in a supersonic planar jet. Vibration- 
rotation-tunnelling transitions to states correlating to the j = 1, (2 = 0, the 
j = 2, 12 = 0, and the j = 2, Q = 1 internal rotor levels of DC1 have been 
measured for both chlorine isotopes with nuclear quadrupole hyperfine resol- 
ution. The fitted spectroscopic constants are compared with recent calculations 
from the new H6(4, 3, 0) ArHC1 potential by Hutson and it is concluded that, 
although the new potential is very accurate, significant discrepancies between 
observed and calculated values exist for states which probe the secondary mini- 
mum (ArCIH) of the potential. 

1. Introduction 

As a central prototype for understanding intermolecular forces and intra- 
molecular dynamics, the anisotropic potential energy surface of ArHC1 has com- 
manded a great deal of attention from experimentalists and theoreticians for more 
than two decades (see [1] for a recent update on the field). The fruits of these intense 
efforts have been twofold. First, the challenges to experiment and theory represented 
by this system have stimulated significant advances in the fields of  high-resolution 
molecular beam spectroscopy and multidimensional quantum computational 
methods. The progress made in both fields will continue to benefit researchers in 
many areas of  chemistry for some time to come. For  example, the application of 
these techniques has already proven to be very successful in the study of intermole- 
cular forces in more complicated systems [2]. Second and more importantly, our 
understanding of  the details of intermolecular forces and the associated multidimen- 
sional dynamics has been greatly advanced through the study of  the prototypical 
ArHC1 complex. The literature provides a record of  the interesting and instructive 
collective experimental and theoretical effort that led to the determination of  the 
ArHC1-ArC1H double-minimum potential energy surface [3-5]. As an example of  
the broader utility of  these efforts, the elucidation of kinetic and potential coupling 
between the intermolecular coordinates and with the intramolecular HC1 stretch will 
no doubt  lead to a greater understanding of  these dynamics-governing effects in 
more complex systems. 

The current state of affairs for the ArHC1 complex defines a new era for the field 
of  cluster spectroscopy. In 1988, Hutson determined the double-minimum potential 
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(denoted H6(3)) [5] solely from direct far-infrared (FIR) measurements of the 
low-frequency interrnolecular vibrations [3], demonstrating the extremely sensitive 
dependence of the intermolecular modes on the potential. Since that time Chuang 
and Gutowsky have measured pure rotational spectra of some of the tow-lying 
vibrational states of ArH(D)C1, Reeve et al. [7] have measured FIR spectra of 
ArDC1, Nesbitt and co-workers [8] have measured van der Waals vibrations in 
combination with the H(D)C1 stretch and Wang et al. [9] have also measured inter- 
molecular vibrations in combination with the DC1 stretch. Recently, Hutson fitted all 
existing microwave, FIR and near-infrared data for several ArHC1 isotopes to a 
potential that was explicitly dependent on the H(D)C1 monomer vibration [10]. In 
combining extensive data sets from VH(D)Cl = 0 and VH(D)Cl = 1 the new potential 
(denoted H6(4, 3, 0)) is expected to be significantly more reliable than the H6(3) 
potential. The quality of the potential now suggests the important question: what 
will be the limiting factor in determining a quantitatively reliable global potential 
energy surface? The desire for an answer to this question arises from practical 
concerns that pertain to the uniqueness of any fitted potential surface, i.e. does 
the fitted form of the potential actually correspond to the physical nature of the 
interaction? In addition, ongoing studies of the effects of many-body forces depend 
critically on the accuracy of such potentials since deviations from pairwise-additive 
potential surfaces are expected to be small [11-13]. Therefore, as a rigorous test of 
the new potential, we have undertaken additional FIR laser studies of ArDC1 in an 
effort to measure vibrational states which probe the least well determined regions of 
the potential. 

2. Experimental details 

The spectra were observed in a continuous supersonic planar jet expansion 
probed by a tunable FIR laser spectrometer. The spectrometer has been described 
in detail previously [14], so only a brief description here will follow. The tunable FIR 
radiation is generated by mixing an optically pumped line-tunable FIR gas laser with 
continuously tunable frequency-modulated microwaves in a Schottky barrier diode 
to generate light at the sum and difference frequencies (u =//FIR-4-/]MW)" The 
tunable radiation is separated from the much stronger fixed-frequency radiation 
with a Michelson polarizing interferometer and is then directed to multipass optics 
[15] which encompass the supersonic expansion. After passing about ten times 
through the expansion, the radiation is detected by a Putley-mode InSb detector 
and the signal is demodulated at 2f  by a lock-in amplifier. For this study, DC1 was 
synthesized by reaction of D20 with benzoyl chloride [16], cryogenically distilled 
with liquid nitrogen and used with no further purification. ArDC1 was produced by 
continuously expanding a 1% DC1 in argon mixture at a stagnation pressure of 2 atm 
through a 10cm by 25gm planar jet into a vacuum chamber pumped by a 
2500ft3min -1 Roots pump. The 716.1568GHz HCOOH, 1299.9954GHz CH3OD 
and 1481.7060 GHz CH3OH laser lines provided the fixed-frequency FIR radiation. 

3. Results 

In an effort to measure vibrational states localized in the least well characterized 
region of the potential well, we have measured states correlating with the j = 1 
(f2 = 0; E bend) a n d j  = 2 (f2 = 0, 1; E, II bends) internal rotor levels of the DC1 
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monomer .  All transitions originated f rom t h e j  = 0, f2 = 0, ground state and spectra 
were measured for bo th  chlorine isotopes (35 and 37) with nuclear quadrupole  
hyperfine resolution. The rotat ional  assignments were confirmed by ground-state  
combinat ion  differences [17]. The hyperfine-free transition frequencies were fitted 
via non-l inear  least-squares techniques to the following energy expressions: for  
f2 = 0 states, 

E( J ) = t/0 § BJ( J § 1) - D[J( J § 1)12 § H[J( J § 1)] 3 (1) 

and, for  f2 = 1 states, 

E ( J ) -  = Uo + B[J(J+ 1) - f2 2] - D[J(J+ 1) - ~212, (2) 

E(J)  + = Uo § B[J (J§  1) - (22] - D [ J ( J §  1) - Q212 _ q j ( j §  1) § qd[J(J+ 1)] 2. (3) 

By employing these energy expressions, the rotat ional  and distort ion constants 
represent the I2 = 1 component  ( - )  which is not  per turbed by Coriolis interactions 
with f2 = 0 states. The nuclear quadrupole  hyperfine structure was fitted separately 
and weighted in accordance with the short- term frequency drift o f  the F I R  laser (less 
than 100 kHz)  to the following expressions [18]: for  all f2 = 0 states, 

E(I, J, F)  = -eQqaaf(I ,  J, F) (4) 
and, for  f2 = 1 states, 

E ( I , J , F ) - =  [eQqaa~j(-j-~l ) 1 - �89 ) f ( l , J , F ) ,  (5) 

e(l,J,F)+= [eQqaa~)(ju 1 +�89 ) f ( I , J , F ) ,  (6) 

C(C § 1) - I ( I +  1 ) J ( J +  I) 
f ( Z , J , F ) =  2-~(  2I----- ]-)(-2~- 1 ) (-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(~ 3)- ' 

C = F(F+ 1) - I ( I +  1) - J ( J +  1), 

I = 3 for both  chlorine isotopes. 

Since eQqaa = (P2 (cos O))eQqDcl and eQqbb -- eQqcc =- (1 - (P2 (cos 0)))eQqocl,  there 
is only one determinable parameter ,  (Pz(cos0)) .  All fitted parameters  for  bo th  
chlorine isotopes are reported in table 1. 

4. Discussion 

It is evident from the negative dis tor t ion constant  for  the j = 2, s = 0 state and 
the large /-type doubling term for the j = 2, O = 1 state that  the two levels are 
interacting through a Coriolis per turbat ion.  Using the perturbat ive approximat ion  
for the energy separation o f  these two levels [5] (where E + and E -  are the energies o f  
the two symmetries of  the j = 2, f2 = 1 state) 

n2oriol is  
E ( j  = 2, f2 = 1, J)  - E ( j  = 2, f2 = O, J)  = E ( j )  + _ E ( J ) - '  (7) 

Hcoriolis = /312j ( j  + 1 ) J ( J +  1)] 1/2, 

and assuming /3 = B, an energy difference of  14.3cm -1 is yielded, in quite poor  
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Table 1. 
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Spectroscopic constants for ArDC1 (stated uncertainties represent one standard 
deviation). 

ArD 35 CI ArD 37 C1 

j = 0, Q = 0 (ground state) a 
B/MHz 1657-638 (4) 1611'903 (2) 
D/kHz 17.20(3) 16.14(3) 
(P2(cos 0)) 0.536 5(5) 0.538 0(4) 

j = 1, _01 = 0 (~ bend) b 
u0/cm- 24.179 440(9) 24.181 819(13) 
B/MHz 1727.988 66(16) 1686-489 1(7) 
D/kHz 39'505 (4) 39.164 (17) 
(P2(COS 0)) 0'419 13(13) 0'420 67(11) 

j = 2 ,  O = 0 ( E b e n d )  
v0/cm 42.405 236(15) 42.291 35(2) 
B/MHz 1598-95 (2) 1562.17 (6) 
D/kHz -23" 04(16) - 17 "9 (12) 
H/Hz -2"34(4) 2'5(6) 
(/'2 (cos 0)) 0-095 0(18) 0"096 0(15) 

j = 2, ~ = 1 (17 bend) 
u0/cm 48-889 022(16) 48'849 58(3) 
B/MHz 1654.454 (15) 1613.46(3) 
D/kHz 15"32 (9) 16-25 (17) 
q/MHz -77" 19 (3) -68"09(9) 
qd/kHz 68.6(4) -60'(2) 
(P2(cos 0)) 0.1109(15) 0.113 1(13) 

a Data from [17] included in fit. 
b Data from [6] included in fit. 

agreement with the experimental value of 6.4 cm -1 . Indeed, when the data were fitted 
to energies obtained by explicitly diagonalizing the 2 x 2 matrix with gcoriolis as  the 
off-diagonal matrix element and varying the band origin and rotational constants, 
the parameter /3  was determined to be 1113 MHz. The deviation of /3  from B is a 
clear manifestation of the existence of extensive mixing. In addition, the distortion 
constants recovered from the explicit Coriolis treatment were still unphysical: nega- 
tive f o r j  = 2, f2 = 0, and too large f o r j  = 2, f2 = 1 +. Although the presence of an 
f2 = 2 (A state) within 7 cm -t  (as calculated by Hutson [10]) of  the f2 = 1 state may 
be responsible for the failure of  the deperturbation, it may be noted that the f2 = 1 - 
state has a physically reasonable distortion constant. 

Alternatively, the two-state Coriolis model will fail in the case of  extensive mixing 
of  the internal rotor levels by the anisotropic potential. In such a case, j will no 
longer be a nearly good quantum number. The simple fact t h a t j  = 0 ~ j  = 2 tran- 
sitions were observed in this study is direct evidence for such mixing, since the 
selection rule in the limit of  free internal rotat ion is Aj = 1. Indeed the experimental 
evidence for such an effect indicates relatively strong mixing (in contrast with the 
well separated internal rotor levels of  ArHC1) since the j = 0, f2 = 0 ~ j ~ 2, f2 = 0 
transition intensity is roughly 25% of  the j =  0, f2 = 0 - - * j =  1, g2 = 0 intensity. 
Therefore one should not expect that a simple two-state perturbation approach will 
be adequate for cases such as these. Consequently, because the constants obtained 
f rom the Coriolis analysis were no more physically relevant than the conventional 
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/-type doubl ing expressions, the data  were reported in terms o f  the parameters  o f  the 
latter. 

Before compar ing  our  results with those calculated f rom the H6(4, 3, 0) potential,  
it is impor tan t  to address the possible weaknesses in that surface. Fo r  example, 
Hutson  has noted that  the higher-order  anisotropies in the H6(4, 3, 0) potential  are 
principally determined by the inclusion of  j = 2(VHCl = 1) data  and that  similar 
spectra for VH(D)Cl = 0 would  be needed in order to strengthen the vibrational 
dependence o f  the potential.  In  addition, Hutson  states that  the secondary mini- 
mum (ArC1H) region of  the potential  is relatively less well-characterized than the 
pr imary min imum (ArHC1) regions [10]. Therefore, since t h e j  = 2 spectra measured 
in this study test the vibrational dependence o f  the higher-order anisotropies and the 
observed j r 0, f2 = 0 states probe  the secondary minimum, we believe that  the 
results in this study constitute a r igorous test o f  the new potential.  

In table 2 we compare  various experimental observables for the j = 0 - 2  levels o f  
ArD35C1 with those calculated f rom the new H6(4, 3, 0) potential.  The agreement 
between observed and calculated values is generally excellent, and the H6(4, 3, 0) 
potential mos t  certainly represents one o f  the most  accurate existing anisotropic 
potential energy surfaces. However ,  to address our stated purpose  o f  evaluating 
the ultimate capabilities o f  this approach,  it is necessary to evaluate very carefully 

Table 2. Comparison of observed and calculated values for ArD35C1. 

Observed/ 
Observed H6(4,3,0) a calculated 

j = 0, O = 0 (ground state) b 
E(J= 1) - E(J= 0)/cm -1 0-1105834(3) 0.11071 
(P2(cos 0)) 0'536 5(5) 0'536 8 

j = 1, O = 0 (~ bend) a'e 
E(J = O) - E(J = 0, ground state)/cm -1 24.126 
E(J= 1) - E(J = 0)/cm -1 0.116 10 
(P2(cos 0)) 0.4140 

j = l , O = l  (17bend) f 
E(J = 1-) - E ( J  = 0, ground state)/cm -1 27-717 373(5) 
E(J = 2-) - E(J = 1-)/cm -~ 0'226 176 6(8) 
(e2(cos 0)) 

j = 2, f2 = 0 (s bend) e 
E(J = O) - E(J = 0, ground state)/cm q 
E(J = 1) - E(J = 0)/cm -1 
(P2(cos 0)) 

j = 2, ,(2 = 1 (II bend) e 
E(J = 1-) - E(J = O, ground state)/cm -1 
E(J = 2-) - E(J = 1 )/cm -1 
(P~(cos o)) 

-0"000 13 c 
-0'000 3 C 

24"179440(9) 0"053 
0"115 273 724(11) -0"000 83 C 
0-419 13(13) 0'005 1 c 

27'728 -0'011 c 
0'22605 0"000 13 c 

0"049(9) 0"054 -0"005 

42"405236(15) 42'147 0'258 
0'1066735(14) 0"10755 0'00088 
0.0950(18) 0'080 0"015 

48'944208(17) 48'932 0'012 
0'220 734(2) 0"221 49 -0'000 76 
0'1109(15) 0'103 0'008 

a Data from [10]. 
b Data from [17]. 
c Observed values included in the fitting of the potential used in calculation. 
a Data from [6]. 
e Data from this work. 
fData  from [7]. 
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the small quantitative inaccuracies in the new potential. The difference between 
residuals for observables included in the derivation of the H6(4, 3, 0) potential and 
residuals for observables not included in that effort (those measured in this work) 
provide the most simple and direct route to an evaluation of the limitations of the 
H6(4, 3, 0) potential. 

The rotational energy spacings provide the most direct information on the radial 
dependence of the potential. Hutson has expressed concern that, because only the 
first excited van der Waals stretching state has been included in the determination of 
the H6(4, 3, 0) surface, the radial shape of the potential may be less reliable than 
cases in which many stretching levels have been experimentally accessed (i.e. ArHF) 
[10, 19]. It may be seen from the residuals calculated in table 2 that the H6(4, 3, 0) 
potential accurately predicts (within 0"8%) the rotational energy spacings for the 
j = 2 levels measured in this work. Therefore it appears that the H6(4, 3, 0) potential 
does adequately describe the degree of angular-radial coupling present in the regions 
of  the potential probed by our experiments. 

The positions of the internal rotor levels and the value of (P2(cos0)) are 
measures of the degree of angular anisotropy in the potential. It is interesting to 
note that the j -= 2, /2 = 1, internal rotor energy is in excellent agreement (within 
0.02%) with predictions from the H6(4,3,0) potential while the internal rotor 
energies for the j = 1, f2 --- 0 level and especially the j = 2, f2 = 0 level show a more 
marked deviation (0.2 and 0.6% respectively) from calculated values. Apparently, 
the primary minimum (which is sampled by the j  = 2, O = 1 level) is well represented 
by the H6(4, 3, 0) surface, while the secondary minimum is not quantitatively well 
described by the new potential. 

5. Conclusions 

It appears from the results of this study that the principal weakness of the 
H6(4, 3,0) potential lies in the experimentally underdetermined regions of the 
potential, namely the secondary minimum. The H6(4, 3, 0) potential succeeded in 
accurately predicting data that sampled already well determined regions of the 
potential and failed (in a relative sense) in predicting data that sampled a less well 
determined region of the potential. It thus appears that the parametrized form of the 
H6(4,3,0) surface is sufficiently flexible to represent reliably the vibrational 
dependence of the higher-order anisotropies, since the j = 2, f2 = 1 state was very 
accurately predicted by the new potential. Therefore the apparent ultimate limit in 
determining even more accurate potentials will rely on the size and quality of the 
available experimental data set. The data reported in this study will undoubtedly 
lead to such a potential. 
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